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Abstract Shadow photography and laser-induced

breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) are studied as methods

for monitoring the selective removal of thin (i.e., under

100 lm) layers by laser ablation. We used a laser pulse of

5 ns and 16 mJ at 1064 nm to ablate an 18-lm-thin

copper layer from the fiberglass substrate. On the basis of

shadowgraphs of the laser-induced shock waves, we

measured the optodynamic energy-conversion efficiency,

defined as the ratio between the mechanical energy of the

shock wave and the excitation-pulse energy. Our results

show that this efficiency is significantly higher for the

laser pulse–copper interaction than for the interaction

between the excitation pulse and the substrate. LIBS was

simultaneously employed in our experimental setup. The

optical emission from the plasma plume was collected by

using a spectrograph and recorded with a streak camera.

We show that advancing of laser ablation through the

copper layer and reaching of the substrate can be esti-

mated by tracking the spectral region between 370 and

500 nm. Therefore, the presented results confirm that

LIBS method enables an on-line monitoring needed for

selective removal of thin layers by laser.

1 Introduction

Selective laser ablation of thin layers means subliming or

vaporizing a thin (i.e., under 100 lm) layer without dam-

aging the substrate or the intermediate underlying layer.

This is especially important in several applications, such as

rapid prototyping of printed circuit boards. In this case, it is

essential that the copper is removed from an engraved track

without damaging the composite substrate under the cop-

per, as the damaged substrate may carbonize and therefore

cause the unwanted altering of its electrical properties [1].

Since the laser-engraved track depth significantly varies

with different parameters, such as copper layer thickness,

surface conditions, and processing-laser parameters, an

adaptation of the laser-processing parameters is necessary

to achieve optimal results. However, the current laser-en-

graving systems lack an on-line monitoring method that

would enable selective layer removal of changing surface

properties during the laser processing.

Several methods of detecting the acoustic waves and

plasma spectrum during the thin-layer removal have been

investigated [1–3]. Here, the acoustic waves have been

measured by a microphone and a laser-beam-deflection

probe [2, 4–6]. The main idea behind these methods is to

detect the time of flight of the shock wave, which is gen-

erated during the laser ablation, since the shock wave’s

velocity varies with the optodynamic (OD) energy-con-

version efficiency, defined as the ratio between the

mechanical energy of the macroscopic motion and the

excitation-pulse energy [7]. This variation results in dif-

ferent time of flights at a constant distance between the

probe or microphone and the laser–material interaction

site. The OD energy-conversion efficiency changes when

the ablated material changes, since a thin layer is already

removed and the ablation of the substrate takes place. The
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second type of the method for monitoring the removal of

thin layers is laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy

(LIBS) [3, 8–10] that enables the spectrum analysis of the

plasma emission generated during the laser–material

interaction. In such a way, the identification of the ele-

mental composition of the material being ablated is pos-

sible [11].

The main aim of this paper is to simultaneously use two

monitoring methods, shadowgraphy [7] and LIBS [12], and

to evaluate both techniques for the analysis and monitoring

of laser ablation of copper from the printed circuit boards.

LIBS has been chosen, since in the last decade it has been

extensively used for selective thin-layer removal [13–19].

Therefore, we employed it as a comparative and/or refer-

ence technique in our experimentation. On the other hand,

the main goal of using shadowgraphy is to measure the OD

energy-conversion efficiency of the laser ablation. In such a

way, it is possible to gain better insight into the shock-

wave dynamics. This could lead to improvements in

measurements using other optodynamic methods [2], such

as the laser-beam-deflection probe and microphone mea-

surements enabling an on-line monitoring of selective thin-

layer removal.

2 Experimental setup

Our experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1. The optical

breakdown on a printed circuit board was induced by a

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (k = 1064 nm, Quantel,

France, Brilliant) with pulse duration of 5 ns, pulse energy

up to 270 mJ, and repetition rate of 10 Hz. We used an

attenuator to reduce the pulse energy to 17 mJ. The exci-

tation pulse was focused on a target by using a quartz lens

with the focal length of 100 mm (L1). As a target, we used

a printed circuit board having an 18-lm-thick copper layer

on a fiberglass substrate. The target was mounted on three

motorized stages that enabled its positioning in all three

directions with a resolution of 1 lm.

For monitoring the optodynamic phenomena, we

simultaneously employed two measuring methods: shad-

owgraphy [7] and LIBS [12]. Shock-wave dynamics was

measured by shadowgraphy. For this purpose, we used an

illumination flashlamp with duration of 8 ns (Nanolite,

Germany, KL-K). The spark of the flashlamp was placed in

the focus of the lens L3 having a focal length of 20 mm

applied as a collimator. When the rays of the illumination

lamp reach the shock-wave front, they refracts due to the

refractive-index gradient. This casts a shadow that can be

visible on the screen [20]. Instead of the screen, we used a

DSLR camera (Nikon, Japan, D90) with a macrolens. The

excitation laser, streak camera, illumination pulse, and

DSLR camera were synchronized with a signal generator

(Tektronix, US, AFG 3102). The experiment was con-

trolled by custom-made software written in MATLAB,

running on a personal computer.

For LIBS, the plasma emission was collected by L1 and

then reflected by a beam splitter (BS) to another quartz lens

(L2) with focal length of 100 mm. This lens collects the

plasma emission and focuses it on the slit of the spectro-

graph (Princeton Instruments, USA, SpectraPro 2300i). A

streak camera (Hamamatsu, Japan, C4334) was used for

time-resolved monitoring of the ionic and neutral emission

lines. The fundamental advantage of the streak scope is its

two-dimensional nature, which is especially important in

measuring time-resolved LIBS spectra. By using a streak

camera, it is possible to acquire the time-resolved data

from a single shot. This avoids the problems of assuring the

repeatability that is required in other techniques, such as

LIBS analysis by time-gated CCD. The used camera has

the spectral range from 200 to 850 nm. The data were

acquired and analyzed by using High Performance Digital

Temporal Analyzer (HPD-TA) software, provided by

Hamamatsu. Our time-resolved measurements can be

accomplished in the time ranges from 1 ns to 10 ms. The

time range of the streak images presented in results is 2 ls.
The shadowgraphs and the spectrographs, obtained by

the LIBS method, were collected during the experimenta-

tion and processed offline after the measurements.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Visualization of shock-wave dynamics

Typical shadowgraphs of plasma and shock wave, induced

by the interaction between the excitation pulse and the

printed circuit board, are shown in Fig. 2. The time after
Fig. 1 Experimental setup for shadowgraphic and LIBS analysis of

laser ablation
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the excitation-pulse initiation is shown on the bottom-right-

hand side of each image. The shock wave expands spher-

ically into a half-space with gradually decreasing velocity.

From acquired shadowgraphical images, we measured

the shock-wave radius as a function of time. The radius was

measured by fitting a circle to the shock-wave front. The

obtained quantitative results are presented in Fig. 3. The

blue squares show the time evolution of the shock-wave

radius that is induced by the interaction between the

excitation pulse and the copper surface. The violet circles

correspond to the measured results, when the excitation

pulse interacts with the clean fiberglass substrate.

The OD energy-conversion efficiency g = E0/Ep,

defined as the ratio between the shock-wave energy E0 and

the pulse energy Ep [7], can be obtained by fitting the Jones

model to the measured results [21]. Therefore, the solid

curves in Fig. 3 show the fit of the Jones model [22]:
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to the measured data. In Eq. (1), t is time, c0 = 346 m/s is

the speed of sound in air for ambient conditions

(T = 25 �C, p0 = 105 Pa), and RC is the characteristic

radius, defined as [22]:

RC ¼ k5S
E0

cp0

� �1
3

ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), fitting parameter E0 stands for the shock-

wave energy, c = 1.4 is the adiabatic index of the gas, and

p0 = 105 Pa is the ambient pressure. The dimensionless

geometry-dependent parameter for half-space expansion

[23] equals k5S ¼ 2:35:

Fig. 2 Typical

shadowgraphical images of

plasma and shock wave on a a

copper surface and b on a clear

substrate. Time after the

excitation-pulse initiation is

shown on the bottom-right-hand

side of each photograph

Fig. 3 Time-resolved shock-wave radius for the excitation pulse

interaction with the copper surface (the blue squares) and on the clear

substrate (the violet circles). The fitted Jones model [Eq. (1)] is shown

by the solid curves
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From the fit of Eq. (1) to the experimental data, using the

least squares method, we obtained the energy of shock

waves. In such a way, we measured the energy of the shock

wave to be E0C = 3.7 mJ for the pulse–copper interaction

and E0S = 1.8 mJ, when the interaction takes place on a

clear substrate. From these results, we can conclude that the

OD energy-conversion efficiency for the copper coating

(gC = 22 %) is approximately two times larger than for the

clear substrate (gS = 11 %). It should be noted here that the

OD energy-conversion efficiency does not change signifi-

cantly during the copper layer removal (i.e., before the

substrate is reached), since this layer is thinner than the spot

size. Therefore, monitoring of the shock-wave dynamics

during the pulse–surface interaction allows determining

when the layer is removed.However, the obtained results just

confirm the proof of the concept. Since the data are processed

offline, the shadowgraphic method does not allow us an on-

line monitoring. For doing this, an on-line method, such as a

laser-beam-deflection probe [5], should be employed.

3.2 The temporal evolution of the ionic and neutral

emission lines

Compared to the results by Tong et al. [3], our streak camera

system enables time-resolved LIBS analysis, allowing us to

determine the time frame where spectra discrimination is

best for a given laser excitation (regarding wavelength and

energy). Real applications should be based on these results,

using much cheaper spectroscopic equipment. Our LIBS

analysis relies on identifying Cu (copper layer) and Si, Ca,

Al, Na, O (fiberglass, printed circuit substrate).

Streak images of LIBS of copper conductor and printed

circuit board substrate are shown in Fig. 4. Here, the ver-

tical axes show time after the pulse excitation, while the

wavelength is shown in the horizontal axes. The integrated

spectrum of the range, defined by a dashed rectangle, is

presented by the red line on the bottom of each image.

To distinguish various sample materials in real time, sev-

eral spectra processing and comparison algorithms were

studied byTong et al. [3]. After initial trials, we decided to use

linear correlationmethodwith threshold treatment of acquired

data, as an optimal solution for our experimental data.

Our calculations are based on modified correlation for-

mula [3]. For a two-point data series (xj, yj), where

j = 1 … N, the linear correlation coefficient between the

two series COR is defined as:

COR ¼
P

j xjyjP
j x

2
j

� �1=2 P
j y

2
j

� �1=2 ð3Þ

Here, j denotes the row index of streak image corresponding

to the certain wavelength (defined by spectrometer calibra-

tion), and xj and yj represent the intensities of integrated

spectra at that wavelength. A correlation value close to unity

means that the resemblance between the two spectra is high,

and a value near zero implies little resemblance. It can be

seen that the copper (conductive layer) and silicon and cal-

cium (fiberglass) spectral lines are grouped together in the

region between 510 and 530 nm, so this part of spectra is not

very helpful for discrimination between the copper layer and

the substrate of printed circuit board. To determine the cor-

relation coefficients of measured spectra, we decided to use

the spectral region between 370 and 500 nm. We used a

normalized threshold of 0.1. The correlation coefficients

were calculated by using the C code written for this purpose.

LIBS streak images of printed circuit board at the start,

after 50 laser shots, 200 laser shots, 500 laser shots, and

when the substrate is fully exposed, are shown in Fig. 5.

We tried various time frames for integrating the line

profiles used in calculations. Typical evolutions of calcu-

lated correlation coefficients as a function of the excitation-

pulse number for three representative time frames are shown

in Fig. 6. From these results, it is clearly visible that the

steepest decrease in the correlation coefficient between the

whole spectrum and the spectrum of the copper layer appears

for the integrating time frame between 0.7 and 1.4 ls.
Therefore, we selected this time frame as the most appro-

priate for discriminating the printed board layers for the

parameters used in our experimentation. The correlation

coefficient should decrease with increasing number of laser

shots. If the plasma continuum is included in integration

time, the decrease in correlation coefficient is slowed. If the

correlation coefficient is calculated when the signal is

weaker, the reliability of calculations decreases, as expected.

Figure 7 shows typical spots on the copper layer. From

these images, it can be concluded that the breakthrough of

the copper layer is achieved between 20 and 100 shots.

From the results, presented in Fig. 6b, it can be seen that

the increase in the correlation coefficient of spectra with

the pure substrate spectrum starts at about 50 shots (i.e.,

cor. coeff. with copper of about 0.9) and that correlation

coefficients intersect at about 120 shots (i.e., cor. coeff.

with copper of about 0.55). The middle value of these two

numbers of shots (i.e., 85) corresponds to the coefficient of

0.8. However, in real application, the initial breakthrough

of the copper layer will be the time when the laser beam

should be moved across the target, or vice versa, i.e.,

printed circuit board prototype should be moved using 3D

motorized stages. In our measurements, with a large

number of laser expositions, we have actually obtained

mixed spectra, corresponding to the exposed part of the

substrate and the still not ablated copper perimeter of the

drilled hole. As the number of laser shots increases, more

and more of the printed circuit board substrate is exposed

and the correlation coefficient decreases. As explained, our

estimate is that the laser beam should be moved across the
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target after the correlation coefficient, calculated in real

time by using Eq. (3), decreases below 0.8.

4 Conclusion

We have simultaneously used two monitoring methods:

shadowgraphy and LIBS, for the evaluation of laser abla-

tion of copper from printed circuits boards. The

shadowgraphic technique was used for measuring the

shock-wave dynamics. We have found that the OD energy-

conversion efficiency for the excitation pulse–substrate

interaction is around gS = 11 %, and it is significantly

lower than the OD energy-conversion coefficient, when the

ablation takes place on the copper layer (gC = 22 %).

These results prove the concept that the shock-wave

dynamics can also be used for monitoring the selective

layer removal by laser ablation. Nevertheless, for a real-

Fig. 4 LIBS streak images of

a copper conductor and b a

printed circuit board substrate
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Fig. 5 LIBS streak images of printed circuit board a at the beginning, b after 50 laser shots, c after 200 laser shots, f after 500 laser shots, and

d when the substrate is fully exposed. The integrated (as denoted by dashed lines, between 0.7 and 1.4 ls) line profiles are provided in e

Fig. 6 The evolution of calculated correlation coefficients as a function of number of laser shots for the following time frames: a 0.5–1.2 ls;
b 0.7–1.4 ls; and c 1.0–1.7 ls

Fig. 7 Typical spots on the copper layer. The number of shots is given in the top-left-hand side of each image, while the scale is shown on the

bottom-right-hand side of the first image
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time application, the presented results should be used in

conjunction with an on-line optodynamic method, e.g., a

laser-beam-deflection probe.

The acquired time-resolved LIBS spectra were analyzed

by using the linear correlation method with threshold

treatment to determine when the laser beam should be

moved regarding the ablated sample. We have tried various

time frames for integrating the line profiles used in calcu-

lations. These evaluations reveal that the steepest decrease

in the correlation coefficient between the whole spectrum

and the spectrum of the removing layer should be defined

as the most appropriate time frame. In our case, it equals to

the interval between 0.7 and 1.4 ls.
Our streak camera system enables time-resolved LIBS

analysis, allowing us to determine the time frame where

spectra discrimination is best for a given laser excitation

(regarding wavelength and energy). Real applications

should be based on these results, using much cheaper

spectroscopic equipment that is still able to track the cor-

relation coefficient. According to our results, the substrate

under the copper layer is reached when this coefficient

decreases below 0.8.
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